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Hippocrates famously said, “Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food.” 

Many may think, considering I am a pre-medical student and a chef’s assistant for cancer 

patients, that this is my favorite quote. My interests in nutrition and medicine lead me to 

believe, as Hippocrates may have, that researchers have an ethical obligation to study the 

relationship between specific dietary interventions and disease treatment. However, 

Hippocrates’ assertion greatly concerns me. It has been misappropriated in contemporary 

discourses on nutrition to support the belief that “food is medicine.” This belief may 

distort research participants’ understandings about the aims of dietary intervention 

research, thus compromising their ability to offer informed consent before participating. 

Additionally, dietary research risks violating basic ethical principles of respect for 

persons and justice by overlooking the cultural practices of the research subjects. All of 

this considered, before one takes Hippocrates’ quote and “runs with the races”, he or she 

should acknowledge these potential issues in dietary intervention research.  

My aim in criticizing discussions about “food as medicine” is not to argue that 

food does not play a role in disease treatment. In fact, in my time as a student in a 

culinary nutrition program, I learned to appreciate potential effects of healthy diets on 

symptom management. I now hold the conviction that researchers have an ethical 

obligation to study the possible healing effects of different diets. Clinging uncritically to 

current biomedical paradigms risks solely valuing certain forms of treatment over others- 

such as privileging medication over dietary interventions. This violates the ethical 

principle of beneficence, which requires that researchers maximize benefits and minimize 

harms (BelmontReport, 5). If a specific dietary intervention may possibly treat disease X 

as effectively as current medications, then researchers ought to study the effects of this 



intervention on the disease. This will maximize benefits by contributing to medical 

knowledge of potential alternative treatment options.  

It must be noted, however, that research has not found that any specific dietary 

intervention cures disease. “Food as medicine” has become a common trope in nutrition 

discourses, and therefore it is likely that participants in dietary intervention research 

believe that food will cure their diseases. In fact, in my role as a chef’s assistant for 

cancer patients with the organization Cook For Your Life, I witnessed participants 

exclaim “food will treat [their] cancer over time.” 

Considering how popular this belief seems to be, it is clear that dietary 

intervention researchers must take measures to guarantee that participants are correctly 

informed about the research benefits. When clinical research participants overestimate 

the benefits of research, or confuse research with ordinary treatment, they manifest 

therapeutic misconception (TM2)(Appelbaum et al, 2). TM2 can negatively impact the 

informed consent process, in which potential research subjects are educated about the 

risks, benefits, and aims of the study before agreeing to participate (2). People may 

invalidly consent to participate in dietary intervention research because they incorrectly 

believe that the intervention will cure their illness. This risk of therapeutic misconception 

is increased by the common way of thinking about “food as medicine” in contemporary 

nutrition discourses. Evidently, Hippocrates has inadvertently set up dietary intervention 

research for high rates of therapeutic misconception.  

Dietary intervention research presents further risks to the informed consent 

process in studies focusing on fatal or more severe illnesses. Consider the research 

program, Cocinar Para Tu Salud (CPTS). This research program, run by Cook For Your 



Life and Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health, studies the 

effectiveness of a dietary intervention program in altering the dietary/lifestyle changes of 

lower income Latina breast cancer survivors.  In studies like CPTS, participants may 

likely fear the possibility of cancer remission. They may consent to the study because of 

their incorrect belief that dietary intervention will decrease the chance of remission. 

When the research sample is comprised of cancer patients rather than survivors, this risk 

of therapeutic misconception is likely greater as participants overestimate the benefits of 

the research out of desperation for a cure. Both of these “unreasonable appraisal[s]” of 

the research benefits and outcomes can be exacerbated if the participants hold the belief 

that “food is medicine” (Appelbaum et al, 2).  

Risk of TM2 is also introduced when participants do not comprehend the different 

aims and obligations of medical practice and research. Researchers should clarify in the 

informed consent process that whereas medical practice’s aim is to promote the patient’s 

well-being, research’s obligation is to produce valid data and contribute knowledge to the 

sciences (Appelbaum et al, 2). Though confusion of this distinction is also common 

without a language barrier between the researchers and participants, it becomes more 

likely in research like CPTS; Latina participants who speak English as a second language 

may be more likely to confuse the aims/obligations of medical practice and research 

during the informed consent process. For this reason, studies like CPTS must provide 

Spanish-speaking translators during the informed consent process to clearly explain the 

aims and obligations of the researchers.  

 After controlling for incorrect beliefs about “food as medicine”, dietary 

intervention researchers still have further ethical issues to consider, as cultural differences 



can affect the ethical practices of dietary intervention research.  For example, in CPTS, a 

large portion of the researchers is not Latina. As a result, these researchers are not 

necessarily aware of the cultural values that Latina participants may place on certain 

dishes and food groups. Though kale salad may generally be viewed as a healthy dish, 

dietary interventions cannot blindly include dishes like this into a diet plan for 

participants whose culture does not value kale. There is potential for the (often) Euro-

centric perspectives of the researchers to impact the design of dietary interventions and 

therefore potentially marginalize the cultural values and identities of the participants. 

 In his article, “The Struggle over Functional Foods: Justice and the Social 

Meaning of Functional Foods,” Michiel Korthals highlights the ethics of cultural 

awareness in dietary research. He asserts that food is a “non-neutral public good” and 

urges for public health researchers to uphold a “respect for food-styles,” or a recognition 

of the cultural foods of the research subjects (Korthals 315). In asserting the “non-

neutrality” of food, Korthals prompts readers to acknowledge food’s relationship to social 

power; which dishes are considered healthy are not necessarily the only healthy dishes, 

but rather are the dishes that a dominant Euro-centric society has defined as the norm 

(315).  

Researchers should consider Korthals’ argument in order to uphold principles of 

justice, specifically social justice. This principle requires that specific groups are not 

selected for research because of their “easy availability, their compromised position, or 

their manipulability” but rather are selected for reasons relevant to the research 

population (BelmontReport, 6). If a group of lower income Latina women are selected for 

dietary intervention research that uses dishes specific to Euro-centric middle/upper class 



diets, it is clear that this group is being used for research that will not benefit them, but 

rather will benefit a different population. This suggests a violation of the principle of 

Justice as there seems to be no reason for the selection of this group other than their “easy 

availability, their compromised position, or their manipulability.” As a result, a “respect 

for food-styles” will ensure that researchers uphold principles of justice by preventing an 

unfair implementation of dietary interventions that fail to be relevant to and benefit the 

research population. 

 In fact, “respect for food-styles” is “respect for persons.” Respect for persons is 

the ethical principle which involves the recognition that people are autonomous agents 

who have personal goals and opinions and have the capacity to deliberate actions 

according to these opinions/goals (BelmontReport, 4). Respecting an individual’s 

autonomy “gives weight” to these opinions/goals and abstains from actions and 

procedures that would deny individuals the freedom to act. To overlook one’s cultural 

practices with regard to designing a dietary intervention is to deny people a kind of 

cultural autonomy; overlooking what foods are meaningful to one’s culture is a failure to 

recognize how one’s culture meaningfully informs their opinions, goals and daily life. 

Therefore, to uphold respect for persons, researchers must conduct interviews or 

questionnaires with participants about cultural dishes before designing dietary 

interventions. This “respect for food-styles” will allow researchers to learn from the 

participants and “give weight” to their voice in designing the intervention.  

 Hippocrates’ assertion is potentially quite valuable, as it prompts health 

professionals and researchers to question how diet may play a critical role in the 

treatment and/or management of disease. However, when designing dietary intervention 



research, researchers must take measures to ensure informed consent from research 

participants. This involves remaining cognizant of the ways in which the contemporary 

“food as medicine” paradigm may increase the likelihood of therapeutic misconception. 

Furthermore, to uphold basic ethical principles in dietary intervention research, 

researchers must take note of the intimate relationship between one’s diet and their 

culture. With this awareness, the scientific community can travel one step farther to 

determining whether we may “let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food.” 
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